The Müller-Lyer illusion influences judgments of size, leaving judgments of position unaffected ([@bibr4-0301006619853147]; [@bibr10-0301006619853147]). We wondered whether this also holds for two other size illusions that are used in the debate on how size illusions influence the reach-to-grasp movement. To find out, we performed a pencil-and-paper experiment. We asked participants to make marks at lateral positions on a horizontal line that correspond with the sides of an object and reproduce its size by making marks at the corresponding distances from the end of a line. They did so for two objects in contrasting configurations of the illusion. We examined whether the effect of the configuration on the reproduced size was also visible in a difference between the separations between the indicated lateral positions.

In total, 82 participants were each provided with two sheets of A4 paper with the same two stimuli and reference lines but with different instructions printed on them. For 42 of the participants, the objects of interest were two 2 cm diameter orange disks in a standard Ebbinghaus configuration ([Figure 1(a)](#fig1-0301006619853147){ref-type="fig"}). For the other 40 participants, the objects of interest were two 2.5 cm black horizontal bars in a modified diagonal illusion ([Figure 1(c)](#fig1-0301006619853147){ref-type="fig"}), a combination of the diagonal and empty space illusions ([@bibr12-0301006619853147]). Participants used one sheet of paper to indicate the lateral positions of the left side of the left object and the right side of the right object and to indicate the size of the right object. They used the other sheet of paper to indicate the lateral positions of the objects' other sides and the size of the other object. The marks that they made on the paper were used to obtain two judgments of size for each of the two stimuli: a direct size judgment (reproducing the *diameter* or *length*) and the distance between the two indicated lateral *positions*. The illusion effect is the difference between size judgments for the two objects, expressed as a percentage of the actual object size. We removed the data of three participants whose values were more than three standard deviations from the mean.

![Determining two illusions' effects on perceived positions and sizes. (a) Ebbinghaus illusion with the first set of instructions. (b) The Ebbinghaus illusion affected judgments based on positions to a similar extent as those of size (diameter). (c) The modified diagonal illusion (right line seems longer due to the surrounding shape and additional white dots) with the second set of instructions. (d) The modified diagonal illusion only affected judgments of size (length). Text in (a) and (c) is not to scale. Error bars in (b) and (d) indicate 95% confidence intervals.](10.1177_0301006619853147-fig1){#fig1-0301006619853147}

The effect of the Ebbinghaus illusion was 7.0 ± 2.5% (mean ± standard error of the mean) for the separation between indicated positions and 5.3 ± 2.3% for indicated size ([Figure 1(b)](#fig1-0301006619853147){ref-type="fig"}). This corresponds with an effect size of about 1 mm, which is similar to the values found in other studies ([@bibr3-0301006619853147]). The modified diagonal illusion had a comparable influence on indicated size (4.5 ± 1.3%) but did not influence the separation between the indicated positions (the average effect was even in the opposite direction; −2.4 ± 1.5%; [Figure 1(d)](#fig1-0301006619853147){ref-type="fig"}); the difference between these two measures of the illusion was 6.8 ± 1.7%. So, the Ebbinghaus illusion influences judgments of positions in a manner that is consistent with the judged size, but the modified diagonal illusion does not.

We have no idea why the illusions have such different effects on judged positions. However, this difference between the two illusions is consistent with how these illusions influence grasping, provided that grip aperture is based on judged positions rather than on judged size ([@bibr8-0301006619853147]). Peak grip aperture is clearly affected by the Ebbinghaus illusion ([@bibr1-0301006619853147]; [@bibr2-0301006619853147]; [@bibr5-0301006619853147]; [@bibr7-0301006619853147]) but not by the empty space illusion or the diagonal illusion ([@bibr11-0301006619853147]; [@bibr12-0301006619853147]).

We were surprised that both the illusions changed the apparent size by about 5%, because the difference in size is much more compelling in the Ebbinghaus illusion than in the modified diagonal illusion. Considering that the Weber fraction for size judgments is about 6% ([@bibr6-0301006619853147]; [@bibr9-0301006619853147]), a 5% size-difference should be barely noticeable. Possibly, the comparison of the two target disks in the Ebbinghaus illusion is not based on perceiving both their sizes independently but on a direct retinal judgment of their size difference. This inconsistency between direct and indirect size comparisons would explain why comparing two objects yields an illusion effect of more than 10% ([@bibr1-0301006619853147]), whereas summing the effects on individual objects only yields 5% ([Figure 1(b)](#fig1-0301006619853147){ref-type="fig"}; [@bibr2-0301006619853147]; [@bibr7-0301006619853147]).
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